Enhanced Alignment of Water-Soluble Polythiophene Using Cellulose Nanocrystals as a Liquid Crystal Template.
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are bioderived, rodlike particles that form a chiral nematic liquid crystal (LC) in water. In this work, CNCs were used to induce long-range order in a semiconducting polymer, poly[3-(potassium-4-butanoate) thiophene-2,5-diyl] (PPBT). When mixed with CNCs, it was found that PPBT was incorporated into the liquid crystal "template" to form ordered structures with highly birefringent domains, as observed under polarized light. We show that the π-π interactions between polymer chains, which contribute considerably to the energetics of the semiconducting system, are directly influenced by the presence and packing of the liquid crystal phase. Upon increasing the concentration of CNCs from the isotropic to chiral nematic regime, we observe a bathochromic shift in the UV-vis spectra and the emergence of the 0-0 vibrational peak, suggesting enhanced π-π stacking leading to chain coplanarization. Furthermore, the chiral nature of the PPBT/CNC mixture was evidenced by a negative peak in circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, promoting the notion that the polymer chains followed the helicoidal twist of the chiral nematic liquid crystal host. At high temperatures, the peak height ratios and overall intensities of the UV-vis and CD spectra associated with PPBT decreased as the chiral nematic pitch grew larger in size.